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Abstract-s-In this paper, the problem of weighted block recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive filtering is formulated in the context of block fast transversal filter (FTF) algorithm. This "modified block FTF algorithm" is derived by modifying the constrained block-LS cost function to guarantee global optimality. This new soft-constrained algorithm provides an efficient way of transferring weight information between blocks of data. The tracking ability of the algorithm can be controlled by varying the block length and/or a soft constrained parameter. This algorithm is computationally more efficient compared with other LS-based schemes. The effectiveness of this algorithm is tested on a reallife problem dealing with underwater target identification from acoustic backscatter, The process involvesthe identification of the presence of resonance in the acoustic backscatter from a target of unknown shape submerged in water.
B
LOCK LMS (BLMS) adaptive filtering was studied in . several papers [1], [2] as an efficient means to perform adaptive filtering on nonstationary data. Using this scheme, the filter tap weights are updated once per each block rather than once per each sample as with the conventional filters. Among the benefits of this class of filters are: low computational requirements, especially when implemented using fast transform schemes, reduced round-off error effects, high inherent parallelism, etc [1] . However, the learning rate in this algorithm is not data dependent, and additionally, LMSbased algorithms typically suffer from speed-accuracy tradeoff problems.
In [3] , a block FTF structure was developed that can be used to process either consecutive blocks of data or discontinuous variable length blocks of data. In this method, a block-least squares (LS) cost function is minimized in every block independently. As a result, this algorithm guarantees a locally optimal solution in each block. This algorithm is computationally very efficient compared with other LS-based schemes. To transfer weight information from one block to the next, a soft constrained method was suggested by modifying the block-LS cost function. The tracking ability of this algorithm can be controlled by varying the block length ancl/or the soft constrained parameter [3] . For example, in many applications, fast tracking is required only over an initial Equation (3) can be solved recursively in every block using either an RLS-based scheme that requires O(N 2 ) operations per sample or an FTF-type algorithm [3] with only O(N) computational efforts per sample.
A. Geometric Projections and Updating Formulae
To develop a transversal filter structure, the following definitions are needed. The operator that projects an L-dimensional vector onto the subspace spanned by the columns of an L x n data matrix X is P x = X(X*X)-lX*, and its orthogonal complement is Yk = 1-X(X* X)-l X*. Note that pi = P x, and consequently, P5cPx = O. A transversal filter operator defined in terms of the data matrix X is K x = X(X* X)-l. All residuals and cross-correlation coefficients may be expressed in the form u* P5c zv, and all transversal filters may be written as u* Kx [9] , [10] . Updating transversal parameters involves appending new information to the data matrix. Thus, the new data matrix will have {X} EB {z} as its subspace. The quantity PX,z will denote projection on the subspace {X} EB {z}. spanned by the columns of X and z.
Augmenting a vector z to the collection of vectors X leads to the following projection updating rule (see [9] and [10] ): behavior, the system attempts to track the variations of the backscattered. This problem can be circumvented if the tracking ability of the adaptation algorithm can be controlled. Since there exists a time delay between the onset of the specular and resonant components, we start out with fast tracking before the appearance of the resonant component and slow tracking (or no tracking at all) when this component has occurred. This is addressed in this paper by using the proposed modified block FTF structure. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the necessary notation, vector space interpretation of the LS problem, and analysis of soft-constrained algorithm are introduced. The modified block FTF is derived in Section III. Generalization of the modified block FTF is derived in Section IV. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated, and the test results are presented in Section V.
II. BLOCK FTF ADAPTIVE FILTER [3]
The original block FTF problem as stated in [3] is the determination of the weight vector WNlk that minimizes the block LS cost function (2) , which appears at the bottom of the page,
Defining the error block vector
(1) can be rewritten as~Nlk = ENlkENlk. Minimizing (1) with respect to WNlk gives the normal equation ENlkXNlk = 0 from which the block-LS solution can be obtained as (3) In addition, we can write ENlk = Pklkdlk, and~Nlk = d'lkPklkdlb where KNlk = XNldXNlkXNlk}#, PNl k = XNldXNlkXNlk}# X N1k, and # represents any generalized inverse that usually reduces to the standard inverse when the quantity involved is invertible.
Note that in the multichannel case, x(r) is a p x 1 vector, and d(r) is a q x 1 vector that makes Wnlk a q x np matrix.
The transversal filters are updated using
where u, v, and z are matrices in C px L where C is the field of complex numbers. The choice of the matrices u and v depends on the parameters to be updated, and z determines the type of update being performed on the parameters.
In the sequel, the unit vector e; will be used to denote a vector with all entries as zeros except 1 in the ith position. The dimension of this vector is conformable with the context in which it appears.
Let X = [~;] such that Xl is an 1-1 x n matrix forming the first 1 -1 rows of X, and X2 is the lth row of X. Then
Similarly, if we use the decomposition X = L~~], where Xl is the first row of X and X 2 is a matrix of the last 1-1 rows of X, then
Note that appending e1 or el to the columns of X leads to the following projection updating rules:
P5E;el = [6~;], and Pi;el = [6~~]. (7) The block FTF algorithm is the direct result of certain substitutions for U,V,Z in (4)-(6) that lead to a closed set of recursions. The original block FTF algorithm is given in [3] (see Tables II-IV in this reference).
B. Block FTF and Soft-Constrained Algorithm
In the block FTF algorithm, the weights are updated blockwise using an order update procedure, and the filtering is performed on each block individually. To transfer the weight information interblockwise, the soft-constrained algorithm [3] can be used. In this algorithm, the following soft-constrained block-LS cost function is minimized: (8) called growing memory tracking, fixed memory tracking, and variable memory tracking. In the growing memory tracking, the tracking capability of the algorithm is steadily diminished by increasing the soft-constraint parameter f-lk while the block length is kept fixed. Fixed memory tracking, on the other hand, offers better tracking of slow variations in W m«. In this algorithm, the soft-constraint parameter f-lk and the block length l take certain fixed values. Finally, in the variable memory tracking algorithm, both f-lk and l are varied from block to block. In the next section, we analyze the optimality properties of the soft-constrained block FTF algorithm.
C. Analysis of Soft Constrained Block FTF Algorithms
In this section, we investigate rigorously the effects of the parameter f-lk and the initial weight vector W o on the optimality of soft-constrained block-LS solution. For notational convenience, we will drop the subscripts of X, W, d and use Xi, Wi, and d; to denote the data matrix, the weight vector, and desired vector for the ith block. In the soft constrained block-LS problem, the cost function to be minimized can be rewritten as
In [3] , three different schemes were suggested to control the tracking capability of block FTF by changing the softconstraint parameter f-lk and/or the block length l. These are where f-lk is a nonnegative quantity used to weight the effect of initial conditions on the cost criterion, and W o is a 1 x N row vector that represents some initial setting for WNlk prior to processing the data from k -l +1 to k. The vector W o could be the weight solution from the previous block, in which case, this algorithm provides a way to transfer information from previous data blocks to the current data block. The soft constraint term allows greater flexibility in varying the tracking ability of the block FTF and, at the same time, avoiding singularity difficulties. By choosing very large values of f-lk, the tracking ability of block FTF algorithm can be slowed down.
The updating rules for this algorithm are the same as in the order update algorithm [3, Table IV ], except that the matrices XNlk and d Z k are replaced by XN,Z+N,k and dl+N,k, respectively, which are defined by (9) , which appears at the bottom of the page, and
, and the weight solution
The factor f-li allows the control of the influence of the soft constrained term on the squared error sum. The main purpose of using soft constraint, besides keeping the weights bounded and, hence, providing numerical stability, is to give certain weight to some initial weight vector W o of previous data block that might have been obtained by some other methods. It can easily be checked that the solution that minimizes~i in (II) is
Xi(X;*X i )-l be the LS solution for the ith block; then, (12) can be rearranged so that (13) or equivalently
By examining the equivalent forms (12)- (14), it is obvious that substituting f-li = 0 in (14) yields the LSsolution, i.e., maximum tracking, whereas substituting f-li =00 in (13) yields the initial weight vector W o , i.e., no tracking. This implies that the soft-constrained solution for f-li f-0 is neither locally nor globally optimal. The following theorem shows the
relation between the soft-constrained solution and the global LS solution of two consecutive blocks. In that case, X; Xl = AI = JLI, i.e., the data are decorrelated and stationary, which rarely occurs in reality as mentioned before.
The results of Theorem 2.1 can easily be extended to the general case by considering all the previous data samples to be contained in the first block. As can be observed from these results, if the solution is to be near the global optimal solution for multiple blocks, the soft-constrained parameter should be chosen, depending on the eigenvalues of the prior data correlation matrix. Even though there are a number of algorithms available that allow recursive determination of these eigenvalues, this is not a particularly feasible scheme.
In the next section, we develop a new class of block FfF algorithms that allows greater flexibility in tracking by adjusting the block length, and at the same time, all the information in the previous blocks are fully transferred to determine the current block weight. This algorithm differs from the block FfF algorithm [3] in several aspects. As shown before, the blockFfF in [3] transfers the useful information between blocks using weighted initial condition, whereas this algorithm transfers information using some weighted correlation matrices of previous blocks, which yields better tracking, whereas for certain weighting, it guarantees globally optimal solution; this is a feature that is not present in the block FfF [3] . Moreover, this algorithm can be used as a time update algorithm by choosing the block lengt~to be one.
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III. THE MODIFIED BLOCK FfF ALGORITHM
A. A New Soft-Constrained Block-LS Cost Function
While the soft constrained block FTF algorithm of [3] is very convenient to use, it does not provide an optimal solution when needed especially for the first few blocks where fast tracking is desired. As shown above, the maximum amount of information that can be transferred from a previous block X 1 to a current block X 2 is dependent on the quantity (Amax(XiXI) -Amin(XiXI))/2, which could be very large in a nonstationary environment and highly correlated data. In this section, we develop a soft constrained algorithm that can transfer as much information as needed by weighting the previous data blocks. To establish a better choice of the soft constraint term, let us first consider the following softconstrained LS problem:
where P is a positive semi-definite matrix. Note that (17) becomes the original soft-constrained problem in (11) if P = JLil and W i-l = Woo The solution of (17) can be shown to be
or, equivalently,
where WiLS is the LS solution of the block of data matrix Xi and desired vector d i . Again, if we consider two consecutive blocks with data matrices Xl and X 2 , then comparing (19) when i = 2 with the global LS solution given by (15b)
suggests that wsaft = W L S if and only if P = X; Xl, i.e., to transfer all information from the block X I to the block X 2, the matrix P must be chosen to be X; Xl. This result is very interesting as it shows how the soft-constrained LS method can be modified in order to maximally transfer the data and, more importantly, generate a globally optimal block-LS solution. This result is generalized in the following developments. Now, let us consider M consecutive (not necessarily equal size) blocks with data matrices Xl,"" X M and desired vectors d l , " ' , di«, respectively, and define the following modified block-LS cost functions that must be minimized.
where WM~l in (20) minimizes~Mr:1 in the block M -1.
Where
=P,I(W
-W 1)Xi Xl(W -Wd* + (d; -WX2')(d; -WX2)* (27) (25) h N-1likJ = d~ikiXNliki PN-llikJ = X;ikiXNliki' (26) HNliki = [hOliki
Pru.e; = [POlik i
Since an optimal solution is required for each block, the parameters aOlik i, POlik i, POliki -1, f::!.Oliki' hOl i ki, and POlik i are to be computed and saved for updating the parameters in the next block. In essence, we are implementing the block FTF algorithm for the single block XNLMk M' However, this is done in steps so that we can have access to the weight vector at the edge of each block for the filtering process. The steps for implementing the general version of this algorithm when P,i i-0 are described in the next section.
It should be observed that this algorithm can be applied to process any number of consecutive blocks of data. In fact, it is possible to apply this algorithm for sample by sample filtering if desired. In this case, h should be set to be equal to N to ensure optimality; then, Ii = 1 should be chosen for i :::: 2.
Information is passed from one block to another using correlational quantities accumulated in Tracking in this algorithm can be controlled by varying the lengths of individual blocks or the number of consecutive blocks used. The main d~awback of this algorithm is that it cannot be used to solve (20) or (21) with the p,/ s being different from 1 due to the fact that the data matrix involved does not satisfy the shifting property. However, generalization of this algorithm in this case can be established to accommodate the changes of the data matrix at the edges of individual blocks. This will be addressed in the next section.
where X 1 data matrix for the first block As in [3, Proof' See Appendix B. Note that in the modified soft-constrained block-LS case in (20), tracking can be controlled by varying the number of blocks processed and the block lengths. The case r = 1, IJ,i = 1 for i = 1, ... , M yields the optimal solution for the whole data set up to the upper edge of the M th block, whereas the case P,i = 0 for i = 1, ... ,M -1 yields the block FTF algorithm of [3] .
To implement the results of Theorem 3.1 using the original block FTF, the following algorithm for the modified block FTF algorithm is given.
Note that the first cost function represents the cost function for a soft-constrained block-LS problem while the second one is the weighted block-LS problem. The next theorem shows that these problems can lead to the same solution if the IJ,i' s are properly chosen. The main purpose of this section is to develop a fast algorithm for computing .6.WI. Using the above notations, the cost function (27) can be rewritten as
where ttl ;::: 0, d(r) and X N r are defined as in Section II. In the multichannel case, x( r) is a p x 1 vector, and d(r) is a q x 1 vector, which makes W nl , l2 k a q x np matrix. The derivation of the multichannel case is similar to that of the single-channel; therefore, the derivation here is stated for the multichannel case.
Before we proceed, we introduce the following notations, which are convenient for geometric interpretation of the block LS problem (27). The geometric interpretation of the block LS problem (27) can be established within the vector space c', where C is the field of complex numbers, by defining the following vectors (or collection of vectors in the multichannel case): 
Similarly, premultiplying (36) by ui = viF and postmultiplying by u; = FVi for i = 1,2, respectively, yields (38a), which appears at the bottom of the page, or, equivalently, (38b), which is also at the bottom of the page.
To develop a block FTF-like algorithm, a recursion for Wn+ll,12k in terms of Wnl,lzk has to be determined. This recursion is the direct result of substitutions for u, v, X, and z in (37) and (38). By making the substitutions of Table I in (3la) and (31b), we obtain eight transversal-filter recursions as follows: It should be mentioned here that this algorithm reduces to that in [3, Table IV 
1, and hn+1l,lz-lk-l r n+ll ,1 2-1k-l'
This block FTF method is numerically stable since the finite-precision error does not accumulate from block to block as the only quantities carried from the previous block is Wnl,lzk> and its effect decays as more blocks are processed.
In the multichannel case, DOnl,lok and (3nl,lzk are P x P matrices, and their inversion is left to the choice of the reader.
All quantities used in the recursive solution of (27) are listed with their definitions in Table III . This concludes the derivation of the algorithm. The relevant equations of the modified block FTF algorithm are shown in Table IV 
DOn+ll,12k = DOnl,lzk -.6.nl,lzk(3;;I~lzk-l.6.~l,lzk (3n+ll,lzk = (3nl,l2k-1 -.6.~lllzkDO;;I:lzk.6.nl,hk
The algorithm is started by computing the weights of the first block using [3, Table IV ], in which certain parameters must be initialized. Then, depending on how much influence the previous block should have on the tracking, J.11 is chosen, and the computed parameters of the previous block will serve as an initialization for the the current block parameter update applying Table IV . These initial values are computed directly from their definitions in Table III as follows:
The parameter (3n+ll,lz-lk-l can be updated using U1 U2 = XI ,-11 2k-n-1 in (38b). Thus
-J.11
The quantities Cnl,lzk, Dnlllzk, and Gnl,lzk have meaning only for n 2' : 1. The algorithm for the general case of J.1i f=: 1 is given below. Step 1: Initialization of Parameters: 
Step 2: Order Updating and Filtering in Each Block:
• Apply steps 1-20 of Table IV for n = 1"", N to determine~W N t., ki and update the weight using W N u, ki = WNLi_lki_l + l:l.WNLiki·
• Filter to obtain the output and error signals in the ith block using W N Liki' Step 3: Parameter Updating:
Go to Step 2.
V, TEST RESULTS
The modified block FTF algorithm in Sections III and IV developed in this paper was examined on the actual acoustic backscatter data. This data set consisted of an incident signal and the backscattered data for a submerged cylindrical elastic target and an irregularly shaped cement chunk of similar size and for different aspect angles. The incident signal was wideband linear frequency modulated (FM). The adaptive block.FTF system had 32 tap weights. The reference input to the adaptive system was the incident waveform, whereas the desired signal was the backscattered signal. The goal was to produce an accurate estimate of the specular component at the output of the adaptive filter so that the resonant return, which is typically present for elastic targets, can be separated at the error signal. There are two principal assumptions behind the development of this scheme: 1) The specular part is more correlated with the incident part, and 2) there is a time lag between the onset of the specular and that of the resonant part. These characteristics, which are dependent on hn+ll,12-1k
the physical nature of the object, are discussed in [11] - [13] . The latter property would enable the adaptive filter to generate a "good" estimate of the specular component prior to the appearance of the resonant, and the former property guarantees that the system continues to provide a reasonable estimate of the specular part, even after the resonance has appeared. Consequently, the adaptive scheme should have fast tracking at the beginning, whereas after the resonance has occurred, slow tracking would be more desirable.
To study the effects of varying the block length on the overall performance of the modified block FTF algorithm, two different choices for the block length were considered. In the first case, a fixed block length of 300 samples was employed, whereas in the second case, variable-length blocks of sizes 100, 200, 300, and L, where L represents a block length containing the rest of the samples in the backscattered signal, were used. The weight updating rule generated a weight vector for each block, and then, the filtering was performed in each block in one pass. The overall performance of the variable block length scheme was substantially better than those of the fixed-size cases as the tracking ability can be controlled by varying the block sizes. This can be attributed to the fact that the first few hundred samples of the backscattered signal mostly contain the specular part, after which, the resonant part may appear. Thus, using smaller blocks at the beginning generally would provide a better tracking capability for the specular part, whereas after resonance has appeared, switching to bigger block lengths would reduce the tracking of the backscattered signal.
Finally, the results of the modified block FTF algorithm developed in this paper were benchmarked against those of the standard RLS scheme in [8] . This comparison indicated that block FTF with variable block length as described above provided substantially better results for the target cases, whereas the RLS results for the nontarget cases were -slightly better. However, overall the winner was the modified block FTF algorithm with variable block length. The results for aspect angle 55°are shown in Figs. 1-4 . Note that 0°corresponds to broadside incident. These plots show the backscattered signals in Figs. 1(a)-4(a) 
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Tlme 1000 500 of Figs. 1 and 3, for the target cases, the output of the adaptive system, which provides the estimate of the specular part, has a broad-band spectrum, whereas the error signal, which gives an estimate of the resonant part, generally contains one or more narrowband components, indicating the presence of an elastic target. This separation of broadband and narrowband components is not so evident in the results of Figs. 2 and 4 , for the nontarget cases, which is typically due to absence of resonance. Additionally, comparing the results in Fig. I for the RLS case with those in Fig. 3 for the modified block FTF clearly indicates the superiority of the signal separation for the latter scheme. This can especially be seen in the results of Fig. 3(c) for the output of the modified block FTF, which shows close resemblance of this specular return estimate to the linear FM incident. Overall, the classification rates of the block FTF method with variable block length for both the target and the nontarget cases measured based on the data from seventy two aspect angles from 0 to 360°with 5°in between were measured approximately to be 86 and 79%, respectively. These rates are determined based on the evaluation of the characteristics of the spectra of the output and error signals. The problem of block RLS adaptive filtering of nonstationary data is addressed. In many nonstationary environments, it is essential to control the tracking ability of the adaptation process while maintaining the optimality of solution. This is accomplished in this work by developing a modified block FfF adaptive algorithm that can process independent variable length blocks of data or consecutive blocks of data with a better information transfer between the blocks. This modified block FTF adaptive algorithm provides optimal solution to certain types of soft-constrained LS problems. Additionally, it allows variable tracking by changing the number of blocks, their lengths, and/or a soft constrained parameter. The main feature of this approach is that it can provide exact implementation of LS solution by a proper choice of the softconstrained parameter. Consequently, it can be considered to be a modification and generalization to the original block FfF. The performance of this algorithm is tested on real data, which involved variable tracking of nonstationary data. 
